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From the Headmaster’s Desk
Competition in Primary Schools

In the process, we set up all our systems of awards, colours,
honours and recognition to acknowledge those who have talent.
The losers make up the numbers so that the talented can be
lauded. In this system a boy’s attitude and effort is not taken into
account. We grade each boy by comparing, which sets up a system
where those who have talent - win, and those who do not - lose.
Is this the right thing to do at primary school when the boys are
just discovering their talents? Surely we should be allowing our
boys some time to learn the skills, participate and enjoy the
different pursuits before grading them in a way that they identify
themselves as losers and useless? Furthermore, should we not be
teaching our boys about the importance of teamwork and
collaboration in a competitive environment?
Our challenge here is how we should deal with and introduce
competition so that the boys learn how to handle it in a healthy
and positive way. In a primary school, our emphasis should be on
developing a healthy and positive experience of competition. We
should be unlocking each boy’s talents and providing him with the
opportunity to develop skills. So, how do we introduce our boys to
competition, and how do we teach them to use competition to be
the best they can be for the world? I believe that there are four
things on which we need to focus in order to address this.

Competition is very important in our pursuit of excellence in all
that we do at school, whether in the classroom, on the stage or on
the sportsfield. Providing a competitive environment creates a
drive amongst pupils to achieve at the highest level - something
we all tend to acknowledge as good and sound.
However, competition in schools also comes with its negatives and
its challenges. An overemphasis on competition can result in
jealousy and a breakdown of relationships. Teams fall apart as
boys compete with each other instead of co-operating and working together. Individuals learn to be selfish and greedy in their
pursuit of glory and trample on those around them in order to
reach the top. The focus of our education is often turned to those
who are talented and the winners, with those who are not in the
limelight merely making up the numbers.
The prevailing paradigm that we seem to be operating under
when it comes to competition is one of "win/lose". In this
paradigm, the whole idea of competition is for an individual or
team to strive to win by "beating" the opposition. We thus have
those who win, and those who lose. What we do with this
paradigm is that we grade our children according to being the best
(the winners, the brightest, the "A" team players) and the worst
(the losers, the less bright, the "E" team players). Our boys get the
message and then think: "If I'm better than another boy, my
parents and everyone else will value and love me more". The
talented, therefore, are recognised and lauded as winners and the
rest are viewed as losers. Through this, we give recognition to
extrinsic value (our genetic strengths) instead of intrinsic value,
which is about attitude and character.

Firstly, we need to introduce our boys to competition in a gradual
way so that they are emotionally mature enough to deal with it. If
our aim is to unlock and develop each boys God-given talent, then
we need to get our boys to participate in and enjoy all the different activities on offer without being graded and measured. In the
early years we should not be keen to find out who is the best, as
this tends to make the young boys despondent; we should rather
concentrate on skill development, learning about the activity,
participation and enjoyment. We need to give our boys the space
to give it a go. We are already doing this in our academics where
boys are not given marks and are not graded in the early years.
The same should happen with our sport. Our boys should not be
put into teams or compared against each other formally until they
reach Grade 3. Once they reach this level, we then have to work
very hard to explain extremely carefully what healthy and positive
competition is all about.
The second aspect leads on from the first. We need to change our
emphasis from the win/lose paradigm, to a pursuit of "personal
excellence". By this, we mean that each boy is to be encouraged
to use competition in order to better himself. This approach is
best explained through the following example. When I was at The
Ridge, I coached a small group of middle distance runners during
the athletics season. They competed each week at inter-school
meets and, over a period, were becoming very despondent as
they would always come 10th, 11th and 12th. They began to lose
interest and walk across the finishing line dejected and sad. They
really did not want to run anymore. I had a huge problem. How
was I going to turn this all around? Then I had an idea.
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What if I timed each boy when he ran and had him track his own results from week to week? I started to do this, which changed
everything! The boys began to try much harder and they even dipped to the line at the end of each race. They would then come across to
me to find out their times, and would punch the air and say “Yes!”, as they had beaten their previous best. This they did even though they
were still coming 10th, 11th and 12th. This is the essence of "personal excellence". What is important with this approach is that
measurement becomes essential for the individual to assess his progress. Furthermore, every boy now can become a winner as he can
demonstrate development and growth.
The next thing that we should try to do, is to spend more time trying to recognise effort and attitude that the boys’ demonstrate rather than
just concentrating on talent. An example of this could be as follows: David may well get over 80% for his academics while Chris gets 50%. In
a "win/lose" paradigm we laud and acknowledge David with academic colours and awards, while we see Chris as a loser by insisting that he
goes for all sorts of extra lessons. In fact, it turns out that Chris is the one who is working very hard. He has made the greatest progress and
is working beyond his potential, while David is cruising. Chris in this scenario should be getting the recognition and not David. Should we not
be acknowledging and encouraging both boys to work hard and have a positive attitude to their studies. We need to reward and recognise
progress, development, effort and attitude, as it is these very qualities that lead to success later in life - not raw genetically acquired talent.
Lastly, we need to teach our boys to work together in teams so that they learn the power of collaboration and cooperation. It is inspiring to
see a team that comes together and produces something special where the whole team working together is greater than the sum of its separate members. The aim here is not exclusively on winning and beating others but on the power of collaboration and teamwork, where
members are fighting together for the benefit of all. The team should not be judged only by its results, but also by its collaboration, fighting
spirit, encouragement of team members and its sportsmanship. In a team that works well, all team members learn and develop beyond that
which they could do on their own, regardless of whether they win or lose.
I believe that if we focus on these four elements in our teaching of our boys about competition, especially in a primary school context, then
all our boys will benefit. They can all become winners as they better themselves and become the best they can be for the world. Through
this process we will be teaching the boys all the aspects of character, grit, resilience and perseverance that are so vital for success later in
life.
SIMON WEAVER
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The water situation in the Western Cape is critical. We will join
Bishops in their fantastic initiative to highlight the seriousness of
the situation. In order to save some water, boys may come to
school in their sports kit if they are playing sport that afternoon,
so that they only have to wash one set of clothing at the end of
the day.
Please note that any clothes worn must be regulation WPPS sport
kit with closed track shoes. This will continue until the end of the
term, after which we will re-evaluate.

Music Workshops
Watering of Fields and Gardens at WPPS
On 23 February, WPPS was granted a special exemption along
with other schools for irrigating with sprinklers. This exemption is
valid until 30 March .
We can irrigate on Mondays and Fridays before 09:00 and
after 18:00 for 90 minutes per day. We are pleased, also, to say
that we have managed to reduce our consumption of potable
water by using our borehole.

The Term One Music Workshops take place in the Frances
Crowson Recital Room next week. They start at 14:20 and end at
approximately 15:15:
Monday 13:
Tuesday 14:
Wednesday 15:
Thursday 16:

Grade 7
Grade 4
Grade 6
Grade 5

The names of the boys can be found on the school's website.
Parents are encouraged to attend.
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Eden Road Notes

Jaguar Primary Schools Challenge
Five Grade 6 boys formed a team to take part in the Jaguar
Primary Schools Challenge.
They each had different roles Project Manager, Design Engineer,
Manufacturing Engineer and Graphic Designer. Over the past
couple of weeks, they chipped away at getting ready during their
break times. This showed unbelievable dedication and
commitment as they gave up many hours of their free time.
Race day was on Friday, 3 March. They were judged over eight
categories and did very well coming in at second place. This
earned them an invitation to the National Tournament to be held
on 28/29 March. Mr Crous and the boys are very excited about
this, and look forward to competing with other South African
schools.

GRADES N - 2 SPORTS DAY
This event takes place on Friday, 17 March, from 08:30 - 10:30.
 Parents park on Mount Royal Field
 Grades N and R boys to wear Wetpups T-shirts
 Grades 1 and 2 boys to wear house T-shirts
 All boys to have a hat and sunscreen
 All boys to bring their own labelled water bottle
 Parents to stay in the demarcated area throughout the event.
SPORT AND EXTRAMURALS
NO CAP, NO PLAY! Please remember to apply sunscreen regardless of the weather.
REMINDERS
Wed 15
Grade R Hout Bay Outing
Fri 17 Mar Eden Road Fun Sports Day 08:30-10:30

Congratulations to Chris Bertish (Alumnus 1987) who
completed the first ever solo unassisted transatlantic SUP
crossing yesterday!

International Alumni Visit Wetpups!

Two old boys, Philip Hinton (1955) from Australia and Brian Johnson (1953) from the USA, came and spoke to the Grades 6 and 7
boys about their love of Wetpups and their love of the English
language. Philip is a household name as an actor in Australia, and
Brian was very successful in the world of advertising in the USA.
Philip encouraged and inspired the boys to read! He re-enacted a
piece of the play Pirates of Penzance in which he performed
when he was at Wetpups, It was wonderful to see the boys
engage with them and Philip and Brian thoroughly enjoyed
visiting their old school!
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Grade 1 Pick n Pay Outing

TWO WEEKS TO GO TO FUN NIGHT!
We would really appreciate your help with the following:
TOMBOLA
The teachers run the very popular Tombola Stall at Fun
Night. If you have any unwanted gifts or unnecessary purchases, (eg CHILD FRIENDLY goods and NO GLASS / POTTERY,) stationery, children’s jewellery, toys or toiletries,
please send them to your son's
classroom.
BOOK STALL
Please help us fill our shelves with loads of good quality, second-hand BOOKS, DVDs and CDs, ELECTRONIC fun and educational GAMES. We will be running a COMPETITION for the
Grade that collects the most items for the book stall (no
magazines please).
THE CAFÉ
The Café at the Pavilion needs you to bake cakes and make
delicious dishes for Fun Night. Sign up here to support the
cafe
http://bit.ly/2ndOT6J or email Theresa at
thiesle@outlook.com
TICKETS
Tickets and bands are selling out quickly, so remember to
pre-purchase these from http://bit.ly/2miebRT

Funda Nathi (Learn with us)
Molo mhlobo wam!
Hello my friend!
Kushushu namhlanje. It is hot today.
Ewe, yimbalela.
Yes, it is a drought.
Masilondoloze amanzi. Let’s save water.
Kulungile!
Alright!
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Quadrangular Gala

Dance Society

Thought for the Week
“Behave as if everything you do matters, because you have no
idea which thing might."
American writer Gloria Steinem
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